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1. Introduction 

1.1 Scope 

• Ordinals are said to occur high in the DP-spine, before other adjectives (see a.o. Cinque 2010, 

Svenonius 2008, and works cited in both; see also Alexiadou 2001, 2003; Alexiadou, Haegeman 

& Stavrou 2007; Alexiadou & Wilder 1998 for work on DP-internal architecture).  

• Their interaction with superlatives has been a topic of interest especially (not exclusively) in 

semantic literature (Barbiers 2007, Bylinina et al. 2014, Köpping et al., 2017; Sharvit 2015, 

Wiese, 2003).  

• On the basis of Dutch corpus data and German compound distribution, I propose that further 

refinements are needed in the cartography of DP, for three reasons:  

(i) Superlatives and ordinals can occur in either order in Dutch;  

(ii) This is not the result of focus movement but rather an effect of scopal interaction;  

(iii) Ordinals can modify not only nouns but also superlatives, and can be situated inside the 

superlative’s extended projection.  

 

1.2 What are ordinals? 

• We can distinguish several different types of number words (Hurford 1987, Wiese 1997): 

o Cardinals, the most common kind: they denote a quantity of individuals, for example 

‘the four children’; 

o Ordinals single out a unique referent, indicating a temporal and/or hierarchichal 

ordering between members of a set: individuals, events, etc. (Hurford 1987, Stolz & 

Veselinova 2013, Veselinova 1998), for example ‘the fourth child’. 

 

• Ordinals are like adjectives in the languages under discussion today:
1
 

 

(1) Geef me de tweede bal       Dutch  

give me the second ball 
 

(2) Geef me de groene bal 

give me the green ball 

 

 

 

                                                             
1 Ordinals can also be more like nouns. Japanese is an example; I will not go into detail in the current presentation. 
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1.3 Why are ordinals interesting? 

• Ordinals are hybrid elements:  

o They are linguistically interesting, because they are often morphologically derived forms 

(always from cardinals, with exception only for some suppletive forms - see Veselinova 

1998);  

o They are mathematical: they touch upon other cognitive areas; this is relevant in for 

example child language acquisition (Meyer 2019), but also in historical development - 

numbers stand in a mathematical relation to each other and thus can influence their 

development in non-linguistic ways (etymology of number words).
2
 

 

1.4 Introducing the problem and research questions 

• As we will see in section 2, syntactic literature, especially in the cartography framework, has been 

concerned with describing and explaining the seemingly fixed order in which nominal modifiers 

occur. Ordinals, as we saw in 1.1, are modifiers of nouns, so they are relevant for this enterprise. 

My project ultimately should answer the question: 

o Is there a dedicated structural position for ordinals in the DP spine? 

• To arrive at an answer to this question, I studied their interaction with other modifiers: 

o Can ordinals and superlatives co-occur in the same DP? 

 Superlatives have been noted to occur high in the DP, just like ordinals. Semantic 

literature has noted interaction between them. 

o Can ordinals and cardinals co-occur in the same DP? 

 Cardinals are numerals too; ordinals are formed from cardinals (Stolz & 

Veselinova 2013, Veselinova 1998) 

o For both questions: Is either order possible? Does one of both orders occur more 

frequently, and if that is the case, why? 
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2 ‘Numerals belong in a series, which results in the fact that they influence each other. For this reason the 
explanation of their form is extremely complicated’ (Beekes & De Vaan, 2011: 237). Examples include a muddy 

etymology for forms for 10 and 100 in several indo-european languages, and analogy working in the paradigm of 

ordinals in Dutch, causing similarities between 7th and 9th zevende/negende and zevenste/negenste in certain dialects, 

and even influence on achte causing an array of different attested forms including achtede, achtende, and achtenste 

(Sleeman, 2017). 
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5. Conclusion 

6. References 

 

2. Ordering modifiers in the extended nominal projection: previous literature 

2.1 Superlatives 

• Superlatives ‘have been observed [to occur] farthest from the modified noun’ (Dixon 1982 as 

cited by Scontras et al. 2017).  

• To the best of my knowledge, no stance seems to have been taken by the syntactic literature on 

where in the nominal projection superlatives should end up. 

• Corver (2005: 173) analyzes superlatives as adjectives with extended projections, which then 

move higher into a SuperlativeP – but doesn’t commit to placing that between the other possible 

functional projections: 

 

(3) [SuperlativeP Ø [Superlative’ [Superlative –est] [AP ….happy….]]] 

 

2.2 Cardinals 

• Cinque (2005) analysed the finite possibilities across languages to order the four elements Dem 

Numcard Adj N, assuming a base Merge order, and deriving the other orders through movement of 

the N or NP, with or without pied-piping other material. In the concluding section, he tentatively 

suggests the following order for other modifiers:  

(4) [Quniv … [Dem … [Numord … [RC … [Numcard … [Class … [A … NP]]]]]]] 

 

• Svenonius (2008), Scott (2002), Laenzlinger (2005) mention ordinals and cardinals in the same 

order, above adjectives of different subtypes: 

(5) Ordinal > Cardinal > Subject Comment > Evidential > Size > Length > Height > Speed > Depth 

> Width > Temperature > Wetness > Age > Shape > Color > Nationality/Origin > Material  

 

3. Ordinals and superlatives 

3.1 Dutch corpus data 

• Both orders are attested in the Corpora from the Web (Schäfer & Bildhauer, 2012; Schäfer, 

2015): 

(6) a. Det ORD SUP N  (7,180 occurrences) 

b. Det SUP ORD N  (1,807 occurrences) 

 

Dutch 

(7) K2 is na  Mount Everest  de  tweede  hoogste berg   ter  wereld. 

K2 is after Mount Everest the second highest mountain  in.the world 

‘K2 is the second highest mountain in the world after Mt. Everest.’ 

 

(8) Pirelli  neemt  de  laatste  eerste  plaats weg 

Pirelli takes the last first place away 

‘Pirelli takes the last first place’ in a context where several first places were being awarded: a 

review of winter tires, with several different categories 
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3.2 Superlative-internal ordinal 

• For the order ORD > SUP (as in example (6)) we get a reading which is unavailable for SUP > 

ORD. The ordinal directly modifies the superlative, forming a complex modifier: 

(9) a. [second highest] mountain  

b. # [highest second] mountain 

• The reading can be described in the following way:  

• There is some set of entities N (mountains, in this case) to which is ascribed a property with 

some gradable adjective (highness), to the highest degree, as expressed by the superlative. 

There can be only one referent, however, that takes the highest degree of the set (uniqueness 

imposed by the superlative). Some contexts call for a way to point out a specific referent among 

the highest N’s which is not that highest one. This is achieved by restricting the superlative with 

an ordinal greater than 1
st
.
3
 

• Corver (1997, 2013): extended adjectival projection with two functional layers: 

(10) [DP de [FP [DegP Deg
0
 [QP tweede [hoog-ste [AP hoog]]]] [F [NP berg]]]] 

 

• In (9), tweede hoogste is an extended adjectival phrase consisting of AP plus two functional 

layers: QP with the superlative head in Q
0
, head movement of the A

0
 to Q

0
, and the ordinal in 

SpecQP. This extended AP sits in the specifier of some functional projection FP above NP (for 

example SORTP, KindP or UNITP as in Svenonius 2008; or DivP or #P as in Borer 2005). The 

superlative cannot be located in the extended projection of the ordinal. The analysis of placing the 

ordinal in SpecQP inside the extended projection of the superlative is supported by the following 

facts: 

 

(i) If another modifier intervenes, the superlative-modifying reading is blocked: 

(11) tweede  favoriete  hoogste  berg     Dutch 

second  favorite  highest   mountain 

#second-highest favorite mountain 

(ii) In German, the superlative-modifying reading requires compounding: 

(12) der  zweit-höchste  Berg       German 

the second-highest mountain 

‘the second-highest mountain’ 

 

Other readings (see 3.3) occur as der zweite höchste Berg.  There is no such possible compound 

as *der höchstzweite Berg (highest-second mountain), *der zweitdritte Berg ‘second-third 

mountain’ or similar constructions. I schematize the different readings in (14ab): 

(13) a. der zweithöchste Berg  b. der zweite höchste Berg German 

[second highest] mountain  [second [highest mountain]] 

The superlative-modifying ordinal is allowed only once: 

(14) *der  zweit-dritt-höchste  Berg     German 

the second-third-highest mountain 

 

                                                             
3 I will not consider constructions of the type first highest. The corpus data shows that a very limited amount of such 

constructions occur, but it is not immediately apparent what they mean. It falls outside the scope for this 

presentation. 
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(iii) Superlatives allow intensification with aller- while ordinals do not:  

(15) de  aller-hoogste  berg      Dutch 

the  all-highest mountain 

‘the very highest mountain’ 

(16) *de  aller-twintigste  berg
4
 

the all-twentieth mountain 

For now I assume that this modifier goes in the same position, specQP. The intensifier aller- seems to be 

fulfilling a similar semantic role as the ordinal, but works as an intensifier rather than specifying the rank, 

replacing first, which does not occur in this position (see fn. 1). Moreover, it is in complementary 

distribution with the ordinal: 

(17) *de  aller-tweede  hoogste berg     Dutch 

the all-second highest mountain 

  

(18) #de  tweede  aller-hoogste  berg 

the second all-highest mountain 

 (17) means ‘second [very tallest mountain]’ - see 3.3 below. 

 

(19) *der  aller-zweit-höchste  Berg     German 

the all-second-highest mountain 

(20) *der  zweit-aller-höchste  Berg 

the second-all-highest mountain 

 

 

3.3 Sequential modification 

• Apart from the superlative-modifying reading, there is another reading possible, for both the 

orders ORD-SUP and SUP-ORD.
5
 Recall the sentence in (8) which I repeat here as (21): 

 

(21) Pirelli  neemt  de  laatste  eerste  plaats weg   Dutch 

Pirelli takes the last first place away 

‘Pirelli takes the last first place’ in a context where several first places were being 

awarded: a review of winter tires, with several different categories 

• [eerste plaats] forms a constituent which is then modified by the superlative.  

• The order is determined by which modifier takes scope over the other: 

(22) a. [first [last place]]   b. [last] [first place] 

(23) a. [second [highest mountain]] b. [highest [second mountain]] 

 

                                                             
4 De allereerste berg ‘very first mountain’ is possible, but this is because eerste is a suppletive ordinal (not formed 
from the cardinal één ‘one’ and is featurally a superlative (see Barbiers 2007 for extensive argumentation). 
5 There is a third possible reading, which is uninteresting syntactically and semantically, as it is a coordination of 

both modifiers and simply means the mountain happens to be highest as well as second, without any interaction of 

the two. In fact, the coordinator can be overtly pronounced as in de tweede en hoogste berg ‘the second and highest 

mountain’. 
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• For (22a), imagine a context in which there are several categories of high mountains, for example 

mountain ranges. The [second [highest mountain]] would be the one which is highest in 

whichever mountain range is second: each mountain range has its own highest mountain and this 

is the second one.
6,7

 In (22b), we are further specifying the highest mountain among several 

mountains which are second in their respective sets. 

• Is one order - or are both orders - the result of focus movement?  

 Unlikely, because:  

 A-bar movement is known to show reconstruction effects such as ambiguous readings; 

focus is a type of A-bar movement, but no such ambiguous readings arise here; 

 No special (focus) intonation is required.  

 

• The structures underlying (4a,b) involve recursive targeting of the new object created in the last 

step: Z modifies [X Y], W modifies [Z [X Y]], V targets [W [Z [X Y]]] and so on.  

• This structure is not restricted to the ordinal-superlative combination; in fact, both modifiers may 

be superlatives, or both ordinals; and it works with adjectives as well: 

(24) a. [prettiest [highest mountain]] b. [highest [prettiest mountain]] 

(25) a. [third [second prize]]  b. [second [third prize]] 

(26) a. [third [green ball]]   b. [green [third ball]] 

 

3.4 Conclusion to section 3 

In this section, I have shown that: 

• Ordinals and superlatives can occur in both orders in Dutch; 

• Ordinals can reside inside the extended projection of the superlative, but not vice versa; 

• Aside from the superlative-restricting reading, it is the scope which determines the order in a 

sequential process of targeting previously built syntactic objects; this process, I argue, is not 

limited to ordinals and superlatives but can be used by other modifiers, too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
6 For the current purposes, I am abstracting away from the classic distinction between the absolute highest and the 
relative highest, as in climbing the absolute highest mountain or being the climber who climbed the highest (Hackl, 

2009; Ross 1964, Szabolcsi 1986).  
7 An anonymous reviewer points out that the mountains may in fact be of the same height, and the ordinal can rank 

them by whichever other criterion (position towards the speaker, order of appearance, etc.). In this reading, the 

superlative does not necessarily impose uniqueness. 
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4. Ordinals and cardinals 

• In the Dutch corpus, ordinals are more frequently attested before cardinals than vice versa. French 

has the opposite tendency, as can be seen in (26). The numbers for ordinal-superlative are in (27) 

for comparison. 

 

(27) a. Dutch:   b. French:     (Data from COW) 

Ord > Card 176,049 Ord > Card 3,348 

Card > Ord 5,437 Card > Ord 190,000 

 

(28) a. Dutch:   b. French: 

Ord > Sup 7,180  Ord > Sup 5,104 

Sup > Ord 1,807 Sup > Ord 124 

 

 

Normally, a sentence as in (28) is out: 

(29) *Les premiers cinq livres 

the first  five books 

 

• But as we see in (26b), some Ord > Card sentences must be possible. Among the attested phrases 

are phrases such as (29) and (30): 

(30) Les premiers cent  mètres    French 
 the first  hundred meters 

 

(31) Les cent  premiers mètres 
 the hundred first  meters 

 

• More research should be done to determine the conditions under which the marked order is 

allowed. 

• Dutch, German, English: order seems more flexible and again dependent on the scope, although 

the readings seem to be distributed differently from the ordinal/superlative combinations: 

 

(32) a. [first [five books]]  b. [five [first books]]  

 

• Intuitively, (32a) and (32b) both seem to be able to refer to the set of five books that as a set come 

before other relevant books.  

• An alternative reading is, however, that the books are first in their respective rankings, and there 

are five rankings.  

 

• For ordinals >1st, the (b)-sentence obligatorily refers to five books from five separate rankings, 

compare with (33b): 

 

(33) a. [second [five books]] b. [five [second books]] 
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5. Conclusion 

• Determining the relative order between ordinals, cardinals, superlatives and other adjectives goes 

beyond just one possible order and depends on what structure underlies the sentence - this in turn 

depends on what reading was intended. 

• However, we often do find a preferred order per two modifiers per language; this needs an 

explanation. 

• More research is needed to uncover the precise differences between ordinal/cardinal and 

ordinal/superlative interaction. 

• To conclude, any attempt at defining the predetermined locations for prenominal modifiers needs 

to take into account the following facts:  

 

(i) Ordinals (in Dutch, German, English) are not only modifiers of the noun, but can also be 

modifiers of superlatives; 

(ii) Ordinals and superlatives can occur in both orders, depending on which one takes scope 

over the other; 

(iii) Ordinals and cardinals can also occur in both orders, with similar but not identical scope 

effects; 

(iv) The overall conclusion: it is not clear whether we can say anything about a fixed position of 

ordinals in the DP spine. 
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